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Nadine Hennelly with one of her works from PLAY.

Urban inspirations
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By Hiba Zayadin
Being surrounded by skyscrapers, bridges and an intricate system of highways doesn’t
necessarily inspire creativity in the average person — but photographer Nadine Hennelly
has managed to portray Montreal’s landmark sites and industrial parks in an artistic fashion
that brings out the beauty in concrete formations.
Topics : Montreal

“With photography, what I love is that you could take something huge and still transport it,” said
Hennelly, who launches a new series of images entitled PLAY this week at Studio H.
This exhibition is the second part of her series Urban Abstractions. This time, she decided to focus
mainly on photographing amusement parks.
“I really wanted to invoke that feeling of childhood and playfulness in this series,” she said.
According to Hennelly, amusement parks are industrial sites created for the sole purpose of
pleasure. For the last two years, she has been photographing them in and around the Montreal
area.
One thing that makes Hennelly stand out is the way she presents her images. As most are abstract,
she offers collectors a chance to interact with her art by giving them the freedom to combine
different images and hang them in various ways.
“I don't like to dictate things to people,” she said. “I like having an exchange. I like people to take my
work but then infuse it with their own ideas. Then the work is not just about me — it becomes about
you, and how you see it and how you want to put in your place. So it would reflect something of
you.”
When a piece is grouped with either its mirror image or another piece, she said, it changes the
relationship between the two images and creates a new meaning of the work.
Hennelly’s exhibition runs from Nov. 27 through Dec. 15 at Studio H, 2252 St. Antoine Street West.
Vernissage is Friday, Nov. 26 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
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NADINE HENNELLY
after living for over 18yrs in new york city, nadine moved back to montreal in 2007. in new york the former
topmodel worked with some of the worlds most famous photographers and graced the covers of some of the
most prestigious fashion magazines. while living in nyc nadine continued her fine art education at the arts
students league, the sculpture center, and nyu. nadine’s photography has been featured in several
international publications. between 1996-2003 she appeared weekly on the late show with david letterman
as one of 2 models in over 400 skits. while appearing on the late show evenings, nadine was hired during
the day by the top modeling agencies in nyc to shoot their new models. both her sculptures and
photographs have been exhibited in new york city, where she was represented in chelsea by alexandre de
folin gallery.
since 2008, nadine has returned to creating her works of art and shooting portraits at her studio in le
petit bourgogne. she has exhibited two solo shows, participated in artwestmount 2010, and
exhibited in “group show griffintown” as part of the nuit blanche montreal 2011. The hugely successful
urban abstractions series are large [72”x 24”] photographic works created in plexiglass in limited editions
of eight.
further inquiries can be made by contacting the artist directly.
nadine hennelly
2252 st antoine street west
montreal q.c
H3J 2K6
www.nadinehennelly.com
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